Real-time direct transmission electron microscopy imaging of phase and morphology transformation from solid indium oxide hydroxide to hollow corundum-type indium oxide nanocrystallites†
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A time-resolved series of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images are used to monitor phase and morphology transformation of rod-like and spherical particles with the initial orthorhombic InOOH phase in situ under continuous illumination with high-energy electrons in a transmission electron microscope. For both particle types, the electron-beam irradiation induces a fast InOOH to rh-In$_2$O$_3$ decomposition accompanied by the formation of voids within the particle/rod center. After illumination time intervals of about 1–2 min (i.e. electron dose 6.3–12.6 × 10$^7$ e nm$^{-2}$) for particles and 8 min (4.3 × 10$^8$ e nm$^{-2}$) for rods, respectively, several small empty cavities become visible in the particle/rod center. The cavities coalesce and form a large hollow space/canal after further illumination. Time-resolved in situ HRTEM unambiguously shows that the formation of internal voids in both nanoparticle types is a consequence of the structural InOOH-to-rh-In$_2$O$_3$ phase transition that starts at the surface of the corresponding particle. The as-formed oxide phase encapsulates the untransformed hydroxylated particles but with an internal void in the middle/center of the transformed sphere/rod.

High-resolution electron microscopy is one of the methods widely applied for studying single nanocrystals (see e.g. ref. 1, 2, 4 and 5) since it allows for direct imaging of their phase and shape evolution over time. An appearance of voids in metal oxides synthesized by the decomposition of the hydroxylated phases (oxyhydroxides, hydroxides) under a thermal treatment was previously reported for many systems; among them, the dehydroxylation of goethite to hematite, α-FeOOH to α-Fe$_2$O$_3$, and a diaspore to corundum, α-AOOH to α-Al$_2$O$_3$, are the most widely studied reactions, assessed directly in the microscope. For example, the in situ dehydroxylation of diaspore induced by an electron beam results in mesoporous transition alumina phases; 11,12 goethite crystals transforms into a mosaic of highly oriented hematite crystallites (<5 nm across) separated by pairs of slit-shaped micropores (0.8 nm wide) running along the goethite needle axis which act as channels for water escape. 13,14–16,17 In contrast to large crystals, i.e. slightly submicron-sized crystals, which disaggregate during thermal treatment/under electron (e)-beam irradiation, nanocrystals behave differently in several aspects. Paradoxically, the transformed oxide specimens retain the morphology of the starting materials and remain single crystals after the transformation, but with an internal void in the middle/center of the transformed spheres/rods.
In this context, our study provides an insight into the mechanism of these transformations clarifying controversial and paradoxical findings and underlines the complex interplay between phase and shape evolution. We take the decomposition of InOOH into corundum-type metastable rh-In$_2$O$_3$ as a model reaction to study the void formation in individual dense/solid single crystalline particles and rods. It allows also for a comparison to similar transformations in the aforementioned systems, revealing similarities to other corundum-type oxides, i.e. hematite and corundum itself, and for a desired synthesis of hollow nanostructures. The synthesis of hollow nanostructures has extensively been reviewed in the literature since 1998 when Caruso et al. reported a template-based synthesis approach for hollow silica spheres. Typically, the synthesis approaches towards hollow materials are differentiated between templating (i.e. hard, sacrificial and soft) and template-free methods. In our case, this transformation happens in situ in the electron microscope allowing for a desired manipulation of the material structure and morphology at the nanoscale.

Results

InOOH nanospheres are synthesized solvothermally as described in detail elsewhere; Fe-doped InOOH nanorods are obtained under the same conditions by adding to the starting solution iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate in the molar ratio $\text{In : Fe} = 95 : 5$.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (Fig. 1 panel D for $\text{ex situ}$ and B + C for $\text{in situ}$ characterization) confirm the orthorhombic InOOH phase ($P2_1/n1m$, no. 31, $Z = 2$ units of composition within the unit cell) in both specimens. The $\text{ex situ}$ calculation of InOOH and Fe-doped InOOH samples in air for 30 min at 375 °C and 450 °C leads to the phase-pure and iron-doped metastable corundum-type rh-In$_2$O$_3$ (R3c, no. 167, $Z = 6$ units of composition within the unit cell), respectively (Fig. 1A a–d shows HRTEM micrographs of all samples). This transformation was as well studied by time resolved $\text{in situ}$ XRD; see Fig. 1B and C for the contour plots of the InOOH to rh-In$_2$O$_3$ transformation (Fig. S1 in the ESI† shows the $\text{in situ}$ contour plots in an enlarged format). The $\text{in situ}$ XRD characterization reveals that the phase transformation from InOOH to rh-In$_2$O$_3$ proceeds directly without appearance of other intermediate crystalline structures. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) analysis reveals the same Fe:In ratio of 0.03 in both Fe-doped InOOH and rh-In$_2$O$_3$ materials, respectively. EDXS elemental maps based on the In-$K_{\alpha 1}$, O-$K_{\alpha 1}$ and Fe-$K_{\alpha 1}$ X-ray lines confirm uniform elemental distributions within particles before and after calcination (Fig. 2). No segregation of Fe-containing compounds is observed. Accordingly, in the following the iron-doped samples are denoted as In$_{0.97}$Fe$_{0.03}$OOH and rh-In$_{1.94}$Fe$_{0.06}$O$_3$. Single XRD line-profile analysis and Rietveld refinement of the XRD data reveal that In$_{0.97}$Fe$_{0.03}$OOH and rh-In$_{1.94}$Fe$_{0.06}$O$_3$ samples possess slightly smaller unit cell volumes in comparison with un-doped specimens (Table 1). The decrease in the unit cell volume of Fe-doped samples is due to the substitution of smaller Fe$^{3+}$ for larger In$^{3+}$ cations [$r(\text{Fe}^{3+}, \text{high spin}) = 64.5$ pm, $r(\text{In}^{3+}) = 80$ pm; both ions are sixfold coordinated].

TEM reveals that InOOH and In$_{0.97}$Fe$_{0.03}$OOH samples consist of uniform dense sphere-like (Fig. 1a) and rod-like (Fig. 1c) nanoparticles, respectively. Both are single crystals as confirmed by continuous lattice fringes extending through the whole nanoparticles. Average fringe distances of $2.7 \pm 0.1$ Å and $3.5 \pm 0.1$ Å are observed in the InOOH nanospheres.

![Fig. 1](image-url)
The phase and morphological transitions found by a comparison of the starting material with the transformed specimens. Voids are formed in the transformed rh-In$_2$O$_3$ nanospheres (Fig. 1b) and nanotubes (Fig. 1d) which retain the morphology of rh-In$_2$O$_3$ particles after transformation while their voids have an average size of $d_{TEM} = 8 \pm 2$ nm. The average diameter of the In$_{0.97}$Fe$_{0.03}$OOH nanorods determined from their experimental X-ray lines is $D_{TEM} = 18 \pm 5$ nm, which also remains unchanged after transformation into tubes with an inner diameter $d_{TEM}$ of $8 \pm 3$ nm. All data including rod/tube lengths are compiled in Table 1.

The solid-to-hollow nanoparticle transition was investigated using an electron dose rate of $1.04 \times 10^6$ e$^{-}$nm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ and a beam current of 9.7 nA (Fig. 5). A slightly smaller dose rate of $0.89 \times 10^6$ e$^{-}$nm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ and a beam current of 9.6 nA were used for the nanorod–nanotube transition (Fig. 4). By illuminating a sample with electrons, energy will be transferred to the sample by inelastic scattering leading to a temperature rise. The temperature increase can only be calculated in a coarse approximation and is expected to amount to $\Delta T \approx 10$ °C (nanorods) and $\Delta T \approx 12$ °C (nanoparticles) (for detailed calculations, see Supporting Information). This indicates the minor role played by the temperature increase in the electron-beam induced phase and morphological transition of nanoparticles/nanorods, which will be shown in the following. The phase and morphological transitions
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**Table 1** Crystal structure parameters, average outer ($D$) and inner ($d$) diameters of the nanoparticles, and the length ($L$) of the rods/tubes derived from XRD and TEM (details given in ESI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>InOOH [ref. 24]</th>
<th>rh-In$_2$O$_3$ [ref. 26]</th>
<th>InOOH spheres</th>
<th>rh-In$_2$O$_3$ hollow spheres</th>
<th>Fe-InOOH rods</th>
<th>rh-FeIn$_2$O$_3$ tubes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$ [Å]</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>5.487</td>
<td>5.29 ± 0.02</td>
<td>5.49 ± 0.01</td>
<td>5.27 ± 0.01</td>
<td>5.48 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ [Å]</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.57 ± 0.02</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.57 ± 0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$ [Å]</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>14.510</td>
<td>3.27 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14.51 ± 0.01</td>
<td>3.28 ± 0.01</td>
<td>14.50 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vol cell [Å$^3$]</td>
<td>78.43</td>
<td>378.33</td>
<td>79.05 ± 0.52</td>
<td>378.74 ± 1.01</td>
<td>79.00 ± 0.33</td>
<td>377.43 ± 1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V/In$ [Å$^3$]</td>
<td>39.22</td>
<td>31.53</td>
<td>39.53 ± 0.26</td>
<td>31.56 ± 0.08</td>
<td>39.50 ± 0.16</td>
<td>31.45 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{TEM}$ [nm]</td>
<td>18 ± 4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18 ± 4</td>
<td>18 ± 5</td>
<td>18 ± 5</td>
<td>18 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{TEM}$ [nm]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8 ± 2</td>
<td>8 ± 3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{XRD}$ [nm]</td>
<td>13 ± 3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>14 ± 4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{TEM}$ [nm]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8 ± 2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most intriguing change induced by the annealing is found by a comparison of the starting material with the transformed specimens. Voids are formed in the transformed spheres (Fig. 1b) and tubes (Fig. 1d) which retain the morphology and size of the starting materials and remain single crystals after the transformation. A phase transformation into rh-In$_2$O$_3$ takes place which is verified by the agreement of the FT of the HRTEM images with calculated diffraction patterns of rh-In$_2$O$_3$ (Fig. SI_1c,d and SI_2c,d†).

Average nanoparticle sizes are determined for each sample by fitting the lognormal distribution function to the experimental distribution derived by the TEM analysis of about 700 particles located on different HRTEM images (details are given in ESI and Fig. SI_4†). This yields an average diameter of $D_{TEM} = 18 ± 4$ nm for the InOOH nanospheres. The same average outer diameter is measured for the hollow rh-In$_2$O$_3$ nanoparticles after transformation while their voids have an average size of $d_{TEM} = 8 ± 2$ nm. The average diameter of the In$_{0.97}$Fe$_{0.03}$OOH nanorods after their experimental distribution is $D_{TEM} = 18 ± 5$ nm, which also remains unchanged after transformation into tubes with an inner diameter $d_{TEM}$ of $8 ± 3$ nm. All data including rod/tube lengths are compiled in Table 1.

The most intriguing change induced by the annealing is found by a comparison of the starting material with the transformed specimens. Voids are formed in the transformed spheres (Fig. 1b) and tubes (Fig. 1d) which retain the morphology and size of the starting materials and remain single crystals after the transformation. A phase transformation into rh-In$_2$O$_3$ takes place which is verified by the agreement of the FT of the HRTEM images with calculated diffraction patterns of rh-In$_2$O$_3$ (Fig. SI_1c,d and SI_2c,d†).
observed in situ in the transmission electron microscope are driven by knock-on processes due to elastic electron–atom collisions; also, breaking of bonds is involved. The observed transitions can therefore be described as an electron beam induced decomposition process, which is the combined result of knock-on and radiolysis. The average atom residence time on their sites is calculated to be between 22 s and 84 s (for details see ESI†), which promotes reorganization of atoms during the phase transition and void formation.

The structural phase transition is further analyzed by calculating Fourier-filtered images. This requires to Fourier-transform the original HRTEM image. A Bragg reflection (hkl) of the crystal structure of interest is then selected in the corresponding FT by using a circular aperture with a diameter equal to the half of the minimal distance up to its neighboring Bragg reflections. After artificial intensity enhancement of the selected reflection, an inverse FT is calculated by taking only the selected reflection into account (see ESI† for further details). The Fourier-filtered (FF) image reveals the size and location of regions with the crystal structure of interest and is used to selectively enhance the contrast of crystalline domains with either the orthorhombic InOOH or rh-In2O3 phase. The procedure allows for a direct visualization of crystalline domains belonging to each of the two phases involved in the phase transition and the location of these regions on the nanoparticles. In Fig. 3 the intensity of the (120) reflection for InOOH (d(1 2 0) = 2.09 Å) and the (204) reflection for rh-In2O3 (d(2 0 4) = 1.99 Å) were selected and artificially increased by a factor of 20 to visualize the respective phases.

The tip of an In0.97Fe0.03OOH nanorod is displayed after 20 s illumination with the electron beam (electron dose 1.8 × 107 e nm−2) (Fig. 3) and after further illumination time intervals of 6, 18 and 30 min (Fig. 4). The In0.97Fe0.03OOH nanorod with a diameter of 23 nm does not contain any voids after 20 s electron illumination (Fig. 3a). The FT pattern of the rod tip in the HRTEM image in Fig. 3b shows that the rod consists of two single-crystalline phases: (i) single-crystalline orthorhombic InOOH (P21nnn, no. 31, with a = 5.26 Å, b = 4.56 Å and c = 3.27 Å) in the [211]–zone axis (grey symbols and Miller indices) and (ii) single-crystalline rh-In2O3 (R3c, no. 167, with a = 5.487 Å, c = 14.510 Å) in the [211]–zone axis (blue symbols and Miller indices). Considering the small Fe content of the rod, which does not change the orthorhombic InOOH and rh-In2O3 structures, in the following we describe the rod/tube compositions by omitting their Fe content. FT reveals that Bragg reflections of InOOH are sharp, characteristic of large and well crystallized regions with an InOOH structure, while the diffraction spots of rh-In2O3 are quite diffuse, indicating small and distorted regions with an rh-In2O3 structure. The FF image obtained with the InOOH (120) reflection (Fig. 3c) shows that the (120) lattice fringes of the InOOH phase are aligned parallel to the rod axis, but the diameter of the rod region with the InOOH structure (Fig. 3c) is reduced to 19 nm compared to its initial value of 23 nm (Fig. 3a). The location of the rh-In2O3 structure can be deduced from the FF image obtained with the (204) reflection, which visualizes the (204) planes of the rh-In2O3 structure (Fig. 3d). These fringes are located close to the rod surface. The rod has a diameter of 23 nm (Fig. 3d) in good agreement with the rod diameter on the HRTEM image (Fig. 3a). This indicates the formation of a 2 nm thin, single-crystalline rh-In2O3 shell around the single-crystalline InOOH core with a diameter of 19 nm. We point out that, due to the projection of the surface over the core, on the FF(204) image the shell region with the rh-In2O3 structure is extended over the whole particle. Despite an apparent random distribution of rh-In2O3 regions at the rod surface, which indicates that the InOOH to rh-In2O3 decomposition starts from multiple nucleation sites spread over the whole surface, all crystallites are well oriented with respect to each other resulting in a single-crystalline shell. Although TEM itself is not a surface sensitive method, the findings from the FF analysis of the rod tip discussed here suggest that the transformation from InOOH to rh-In2O3 starts at the surface of the rod. This demonstrates that only 20 s illumination time necessary to refocus and record the HRTEM image, i.e. an electron dose of 1.8 × 107 e nm−2, is sufficient to initiate the InOOH to rh-In2O3 phase transformation.

With increasing electron-beam irradiation up to 6 min and 20 s, which corresponds to an electron dose of 3.4 × 108 e nm−2, the morphological rod-to-tube transformation begins to become visible on the corresponding HRTEM image (Fig. 4a), which shows the formation of non-connected voids.
After 18 min and 20 s electron-beam illumination (corresponding electron dose $9.8 \times 10^8$ e nm$^{-2}$), the InOOH–rh-In$_2$O$_3$ phase transition is completed. The whole rod in the HRTEM image in Fig. 4b is a rh-In$_2$O$_3$ monocrystal, as indicated by the agreement between its FT and the calculated diffraction pattern. We emphasize that the rod remains single crystalline during the InOOH–rh-In$_2$O$_3$ phase transition. Moreover, the HRTEM image in Fig. 4b clearly reveals the morphological rod-to-tube transition where an almost empty void is formed in the center of the rod. Prolonged illumination of 30 min and 20 s (corresponding electron dose $1.6 \times 10^9$ e nm$^{-2}$) results in a complete rod-to-tube transition by the formation of an entirely empty canal in the middle of the rod observed by its bright contrast in the HRTEM image in Fig. 4c. The whole tube is a rh-In$_2$O$_3$ monocrystal as demonstrated by its indexed FT.

Our study demonstrates that monocrystalline In$_{0.97}$Fe$_{0.03}$OOH rods transform into monocrystalline rh-In$_{1.94}$Fe$_{0.06}$O$_3$ tubes, which can be obtained either after long illumination of about 30 min by high-energy electrons in a transmission electron microscope (corresponding electron dose of $1.6 \times 10^9$ e nm$^{-2}$) or after the ex situ annealing in a furnace at 450 °C for 30 min.

The structural and morphological transformation from solid to hollow sphere-like nanoparticles occurs in the same way as the previously described rod-to-tube transformation. The phase transition proceeds quickly first, and the nanoparticles remain single-crystalline at any stage of the transformation. To illustrate the transformation process, Fig. 5 displays a time series of HRTEM images, which allows to monitor the transformation of a solid InOOH particle into a rh-In$_2$O$_3$ hollow particle induced by the illumination with 300 keV electrons. The HRTEM image of the InOOH particle in Fig. 5a was taken after 20 s illumination time (electron dose of $2.1 \times 10^7$ e nm$^{-2}$), necessary to refocus and record the HRTEM image. The FT of the HRTEM image (Fig. 5a) can be explained by the presence of monocrystalline InOOH in the [011]-zone axis (gray symbols and Miller indices) and monocrystalline rh-In$_2$O$_3$ in the [211]-zone axis (blue symbols and Miller indices).

After 2 min and 20 s illumination with the electron beam (electron dose $1.5 \times 10^8$ e nm$^{-2}$), the solid-to-hollow-particle transformation starts as indicated by the appearance of first voids (HRTEM image in Fig. 5b), while the InOOH-to-rh-In$_2$O$_3$ phase transition is already finished as demonstrated by the good agreement of its FT and the calculated diffraction pattern of rh-In$_2$O$_3$ in the [211]-zone axis (Fig. 5b). Finally, a large void in the center of the nanoparticle is formed after 10 min and 20 s continuous illumination with an electron dose of $6.5 \times 10^8$ e nm$^{-2}$. 

in the rod core. The FT of the HRTEM image (Fig. 4a) indicates that InOOH and rh-In$_2$O$_3$ are both still present as demonstrated by the agreement of their FTs with the calculated diffraction patterns of the two phases. Moreover, the FT reveals that the diffraction spots of the InOOH phase become more diffuse compared to the FT of the initial rod (Fig. 3b), but the peaks are still quite sharp, indicating the presence of relatively large, well crystallized InOOH regions in the rod core. In addition, the diffraction spots of the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ phase become sharper after further 6 min illumination as compared to those of the same phase after 20 s (Fig. 3b), indicating a higher degree of order and/or less strain. The FT in Fig. 4a also shows higher order Bragg reflections of the indium oxide phase compared to the FT of the initial rod (Fig. 3b). This indicates a better orientation of the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ shell in the [211]-zone axis, a decrease of its strain, and the increase of the monocrystalline shell (thickness) with the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ structure as compared with the In$_2$O$_3$ shell after 20 s illumination (Fig. 3b). However, the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ crystallites remain still small.

#### Figure 4

**HRTEM micrographs and corresponding FT images of the same In$_{0.97}$Fe$_{0.03}$OOH rod shown in Fig. 3 after further illumination with 300 keV electrons in a transmission electron microscope.**

(a) After 6 min and 20 s, the rod consists of a mixture of the orthorhombic InOOH (space group P2$_1$nm, No. 31) and rh-In$_2$O$_3$ (space group R3c, No. 167) phases. This is demonstrated by the agreement of the FT of the HRTEM image with the calculated diffraction pattern of the orthorhombic InOOH structure in the [211]-zone axis (gray symbols and indices) and the calculated diffraction pattern of the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ structure in the [211]-zone axis (blue symbols and indices). After (b) 18 min and 20 s and (c) 30 min and 20 s illumination, the whole rod is single-crystalline and consists of the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ phase as demonstrated by the agreement between the FT images and calculated diffraction patterns of rh-In$_2$O$_3$ in the [211]-zone axis. For legibility reasons, only a small number of reflections are marked and indexed in the FT shown in (b) and (c). The indices of all other reflections can be deduced from the low-index reflections.
Phase transformation from InOOH into rh-In2O3 is completed necessary to refocus and acquire the first HRTEM image. The HRTEM image agrees with the calculated di

The rapid phase and morphological transition of the InOOH nanoparticles strongly depend on the electron dose. For example, a low electron dose rate of 0.89 × 10^5 e nm^-2 s^-1 used to record overview TEM images did not lead to any phase change after illumination time intervals of up to 2–3 min (total electron dose 1.1 × 10^7−1.6 × 10^7 e nm^-2). An increased electron dose rate of 2.5 × 10^5 e nm^-2 s^-1 successfully induces a complete InOOH-rh-In2O3 phase transition. Void formation starts, but does not lead to the complete transformation of rods into tubes even after illumination time intervals of about 25 min (total electron dose 3.7 × 10^8 e nm^-2). These considerations show that the main factors, which drive the phase and morphology transformation, are the electron doses and (most likely) the electron energy that determine the average residence times of atoms on their lattice sites, besides a small local temperature increase.

Our study shows that ex situ calcination of the InOOH and Fe-doped InOOH samples in air for 30 min at 375 °C and 450 °C leads to the formation of phase-pure and iron-doped metastable corundum-type rh-In2O3 hollow particles and tubes. The same phase and morphological transformation of InOOH solid nanoparticles/nanorods into rh-In2O3 hollow nanoparticles/nanotubes can be induced in situ after continuous illumination with 300 keV electrons in a transmission electron microscope for about 30 min and 10 min, respectively. Estimates of the temperature increase induced by the electron-beam illumination yield values of only 10 and 12 degrees under our experimental conditions, which are much lower than the ex situ annealing temperatures. This indicates the minor role played by the temperature increase in the phase and morphological transition of nanoparticles/nanorods induced by the illumination with high-energy electrons. Hence, electron beam induced decomposition processes must be responsible for the reorganization of atoms at such a low temperature. This is supported by comparing the illumination time interval of only 20 s (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), where the rh-In2O3 crystalline phase starts to be formed, with an average residence time of In and O atoms in the InOOH lattice between 22 s and 68 s (see ESIF†) depending on the atom type and dose rate.

Electron beam induced decomposition is also expected to support water extraction despite the low temperature. The experimental electron dose rates result in an average residence time of OH (related to water formation and extraction) of between 51 s and 84 s (see ESIF†). Water extraction may be further supported under the high-vacuum conditions in the transmission electron microscope because a stronger partial pressure gradient of water is expected to enhance diffusion of water molecules.

The rapid phase and morphological transition of the InOOH nanoparticles induced by electron-beam illumination within 10 min as compared to 30 min necessary for the transition of the InOOH nanorods, can be understood by the

**Fig. 5** Transition of a solid InOOH into a rh-In2O3 hollow particle upon electron beam irradiation: (a) HRTEM micrograph of the InOOH particle after 20 s illumination and its FT showing that the particle is a mixture of the orthorhombic InOOH and rh-In2O3 mono-crystalline phases. The FT of the HRTEM image agrees with the calculated diffraction patterns of orthorhombic InOOH in the [011]-zone axis (gray symbols and Miller indices) and rh-In2O3 in the [211]-zone axis (blue circles and indices). HRTEM and FT of the nanoparticle after (b) 2 min and 20 s and (c) 10 min and 20 s, when the InOOH-to-rh-In2O3 phase transition is completed. The corresponding FTs show that the whole particle is composed of the monocristalline rh-In2O3 phase in the [211]-zone axis.

(HRTEM image in Fig. 5c). No further phase transformation is observed. The particle maintains the rh-In2O3 structure as demonstrated by the agreement between its FT and the calculated diffraction pattern of rh-In2O3 in the [211]-zone axis (Fig. 5c, right panel).

The phase transformation of InOOH particles into rh-In2O3 hollow particles appears to start already during the short time interval of 20 s (corresponding electron dose 2.1 × 10^7 e nm^-2) necessary to refocus and acquire the first HRTEM image. Phase transformation from InOOH into rh-In2O3 is completed after illumination time intervals of between 2 min and 20 s (Fig. 5b) (electron dose of 1.5 × 10^8 e nm^-2) and 4 min (electron dose 1.7 × 10^8 e nm^-2) (see investigation of a nanoparticle ensemble in Fig. SI_5†). Further illumination with high-energy electrons results in an improvement of the hollow particle morphology without any further phase transformation.

We note that the phase and morphological transitions of the InOOH nanoparticles strongly depend on the electron dose. For example, a low electron dose rate of 0.89 × 10^5 e nm^-2 s^-1 used to record overview TEM images did not lead to any phase change after illumination time intervals of up to 2–3 min (total electron dose 1.1 × 10^7−1.6 × 10^7 e nm^-2). An increased electron dose rate of 2.5 × 10^5 e nm^-2 s^-1 successfully induces a complete InOOH-rh-In2O3 phase transition. Void formation starts, but does not lead to the complete transformation of rods into tubes even after illumination time intervals of about 25 min (total electron dose 3.7 × 10^8 e nm^-2). These considerations show that the main factors, which drive the phase and morphology transformation, are the electron doses and (most likely) the electron energy that determine the average residence times of atoms on their lattice sites, besides a small local temperature increase.

Our study shows that ex situ calcination of the InOOH and Fe-doped InOOH samples in air for 30 min at 375 °C and 450 °C leads to the formation of phase-pure and iron-doped metastable corundum-type rh-In2O3 hollow particles and tubes. The same phase and morphological transformation of InOOH solid nanoparticles/nanorods into rh-In2O3 hollow nanoparticles/nanotubes can be induced in situ after continuous illumination with 300 keV electrons in a transmission electron microscope for about 30 min and 10 min, respectively. Estimates of the temperature increase induced by the electron-beam illumination yield values of only 10 and 12 degrees under our experimental conditions, which are much lower than the ex situ annealing temperatures. This indicates the minor role played by the temperature increase in the phase and morphological transition of nanoparticles/nanorods induced by the illumination with high-energy electrons. Hence, electron beam induced decomposition processes must be responsible for the reorganization of atoms at such a low temperature. This is supported by comparing the illumination time interval of only 20 s (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), where the rh-In2O3 crystalline phase starts to be formed, with an average residence time of In and O atoms in the InOOH lattice between 22 s and 68 s (see ESIF†) depending on the atom type and dose rate.

Electron beam induced decomposition is also expected to support water extraction despite the low temperature. The experimental electron dose rates result in an average residence time of OH (related to water formation and extraction) of between 51 s and 84 s (see ESIF†). Water extraction may be further supported under the high-vacuum conditions in the transmission electron microscope because a stronger partial pressure gradient of water is expected to enhance diffusion of water molecules.

The rapid phase and morphological transition of the InOOH nanoparticles induced by electron-beam illumination within 10 min as compared to 30 min necessary for the transition of the InOOH nanorods, can be understood by the
higher electron dose rate, which results in smaller residence times of atoms on the InOOH lattice sites and by the smaller nanoparticle size compared to rods, which favors the water elimination.

Furthermore, our study provides insight also into the mechanism of the void formation in solid nanoparticles and rods that finally results in hollow nanoparticles and tubes. HRTEM characterization displays a stepwise decomposition, which develops from the particle surface and protrudes towards its core for both tubes and spherical particles. The initial formation of the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ shell at the particle surface assures the preservation of the particle morphology, shape and size, which is explained by taking into account the following features of the system under study:

(1) The InOOH-to-rh-In$_2$O$_3$ transformation goes along with densification because rh-In$_2$O$_3$ (7.311 g cm$^{-3}$) is denser than the orthorhombic InOOH (6.258 g cm$^{-3}$) phase. Such a densification process develops from the surface into the bulk results in the formation of a void/an empty canal in the middle of the sphere/tube because the original shape is maintained by the firstly formed rh-In$_2$O$_3$ shell. Based on that, the preservation of the particle size during the InOOH-to-rh-In$_2$O$_3$ transformation can be explained.

(2) HRTEM shows that, despite a significant mass loss of about 7.5 wt% due to the escape of water (see Fig. 11 in ref. 21 for differential thermal analysis (DTA) of the sample under investigation), the particle size does not change during the InOOH-to-rh-In$_2$O$_3$ transformation. The mass loss is compensated by the formation of an internal void, which is understood if we consider the space required to accommodate the structural unit in each phase. Indium atoms require less space in rh-In$_2$O$_3$ than in InOOH. Indeed, in the InOOH structure 39.2 Å$^3$ per indium is available, while the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ structure provides only 31.5 Å$^3$ per indium atom. When the InOOH particle transforms into the rh-In$_2$O$_3$ structure with a loss of 7.5 wt% due to the escape of water, the volume of the particle should decrease by a factor of 39.2/31.5. The measured contraction factors $\sqrt[3]{V_{\text{InOOH}}/V_{\text{hollow In2O3}}}$ of 1.031 ± 0.033 for the spherical particles and 1.075 ± 0.264 and 1.052 ± 0.381 for the rod-like particles of maximum and minimum length, respectively, are close to the theoretical value of 1.076. For details concerning the calculation of the contraction factors, see the ESL†

(3) A common feature for spheres and tubes is the development of microporosity upon dehydroxylation due to the expulsion of water. At longer irradiation times (and at higher dehydroxylation temperatures), the micropores coalesce as the result of an internal pressure of heated water vapor which is prevented from escaping the voids and their shape becomes symmetrical and uniform which is similar to previous findings.15 A significantly larger internal pressure in large crystals causes their disaggregating into small subunits/domains wherein small nanosized crystals remain intact.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the mechanisms of void formation in solid single crystalline spherical and rod-like particles during the dehydroxylation of InOOH nanoparticles into rh-In$_2$O$_3$ have been evaluated comprehensively in this work. The time-resolved in situ synchrotron XRD experiments and in situ TG-DTA characterization studies show that the dehydroxylation of the InOOH spheres and the Fe-doped InOOH rods starts at 320 °C and 395 °C, respectively, leading to the formation of metastable corundum-type rh-In$_2$O$_3$ with a significant mass loss of about 7.5 wt% due to the escape of water. The ex situ HRTEM and XRD characterization studies confirmed the formation of phase-pure rh-In$_2$O$_3$ hollow spheres and iron-doped rh-In$_2$O$_3$ nanotubes by the ex situ calcination of InOOH and Fe-doped InOOH samples in air for 30 min at 375 °C and 450 °C, respectively. The time-resolved high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) experiments reveal that electron beam induced decomposition is capable of causing the same phase and morphology transformation. A fast InOOH to rh-In$_2$O$_3$ transformation, accompanied by the formation of several small voids within the particle/rod center due to the expulsion of water, was found to take place after a short irradiation time. At longer irradiation times, these small
voids coalesce to form a large symmetrical and uniform hollow space/canal. The mechanism responsible for the formation of hollow rh-In2O3 nanoparticles from the monocristalline InOOH nanoparticles cannot be described by the nano-Kirkendall effect, but rather by mechanisms as observed in the goethite to hematite transformation: the initially formed oxide phase encapsulates the yet untransformed hydroxylated phase; consequently, the size of the obtained oxide crystals after completing the transformation retains the same size of the initial oxyhydroxide nanoparticles.

This work will allow us to understand the phenomenology and the role of electron beam induced decomposition processes on the mechanism of the decomposition of several hydroxides and oxyhydroxides such as FeOOH,15 AlOOH,11 Fe2O3, A12O3, In2O3) e.g. Fe2O3, Al2O3, In2O3) while a previous work in In(OH)3 showed that this hydroxide disintegrates into several small nanocrystallites during the decomposition.6 Since the formation of hollow structures is observed in several oxides with the corundum-type structure, questions about the structural reasons arise. This could be a topic of further – more basic – crystallographic studies. Furthermore, the careful control and optimization of electron energy, dose and dose rate, which together are responsible for electron beam induced decomposition, represents another interesting way to produce hollow nanoparticles. This method can potentially be better controlled than conventional thermal decomposition processes and could provide promising materials for several emerging applications such as energy storage and conversion and drug release.
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